
 

 

Aetherea Natural Suite. Naturally exciting 
 

 

Studio Bizzarro & Partners interprets the eco-sustainable suite of the future at Hotel Spa Design - 2015 

Eco Resort & Spa. The result? A warm and welcoming space where you can be surprised. And, most 

importantly, pampered. 

This year Hotel Spa Design comes back at Host with 2015 Eco Resort & Spa, an exhibition on the 

new trends on relaxation in the hotel of the future, whose design must be inspired not only to high 

design principles but also, and necessarily, to careful criteria of environmental sustainability. 

Anticipating the facilities to be built in Lombardia for the Expo Milano 2015, the event organized by 

My Exhibition provides visitors and professionals with the best of professional hotel industry. A 

prestigious appointment that Studio Bizzarro & Partners cannot miss, unquestionable point of 

reference at an international level in the designing and building of structures for hospitality and 

wellbeing, with a strong connotation linked to design and the Italian Style. 

At Fuorisalone - within the exclusive setting of Home & Design Spa - Studio Bizzarro had already 

presented with great success Aetherea Private Spa, an elegant and evocative double suite, 

expression of a small and wonderful microcosm to find yourself embraced by senses, in close 

contact with nature. On the occasion of Hotel Spa Design (Milan, 21st- 25th October), Studio Bizzarro 

& Partners will offer hotelkeepers the pragmatic tradition of that project with Aetherea Natural 

Suite: a concrete design model of a hotel room, conceived according to technical-building criteria 

aiming at providing the customer with an unforgettable and fascinating all-round experience. 

Thus the suite becomes a highly characterized environment, capable of giving a new meaning to 

the guest's stay at the hotel, looking for the most intimate and hidden aspects lying within us. 

Starting from the traditional design elements of a hotel room, Aetherea Natural Suite breaks with 

the conventions, transporting the guest to a space surrounded by nature and suspended in time - a 

corner of peace where guests can really relax, rocked by emotions. 

The use of natural and sustainable materials - such as wood, stone and glass - and furnishings 

recalling the original strength and energy of nature - with constant references to land, water, air 

and fire - allow us to be in touch with the true essence of living. Hence the wooden platform - a 

long element passing through the whole structure - becomes the path in the forest, the bed is an 

alcove where to surrender, the fall of light over the bed evokes a cloud, the bathroom reminds us 

of the idea of a summer storm, the fireplace recalls the warmth of the hearth of old homes, the 

sauna becomes the hut on the tree, while the Turkish bath is the primordial cave. And then there 

are the views of the forest, offered by the mosaic and the floor - made of ecological resin - that 

reproduce the suggestive shapes of the branches in a forest. And then, music, soft lights and 

enveloping fragrance. 

All in Aetherea Natural Suite is designed to give emotions, in a dramatic setting perfectly capable 

of combining a technical-executive perfection with an essential and refined elegance. Besides, this 

is Studio Bizzarro & Partners unmistakable signature. Expert in the art of making people dream. 
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